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This book is a collection of eight paperspresentedat the First Symposium on the
Analysis of OralDiscourse, held at the University of Almerfain 1994. The papers
are preceded by a short presentationby the editor (7-8), in which he establishes
that the aim of the publicationis to encouragethe study of colloquial Spanish in
spite of the theoreticalandmethodologicaldifficulties involved. Whatis common
to most of the papersis the assumptionthatcolloquial discourse must be taken as
a sub-categoryof oraldiscourse.Also, they all referto the Spanishspokenin Spain.
The papersare organizedin a sequence that goes from the more theoreticalto
the more empirical ones. The expectationscreatedfor the readerin the introduction are fulfilled in great part because the papers discuss relevant theoretical
issues and display analyses of real colloquial Spanish, with plenty of examples
that make the readinginterestingand enjoyable. The book closes with a bibliographyfor all the papers(211-22), which gives evidence of updatedand rigorous
researchwork.
The first paper,by Jose Jesus de Bustos Tovar,"De la oralidada la escritura"
(1 1-28), focuses on the difficulties involved in defining the term COLLOQUIAL
particularlywhen it is seen in light of existing definitions that rely on the opposition between oralandwrittenlanguage,or as synonymouswith family language
or spontaneous language. Instead, this author takes orality and writing as two
modes of constructingdiscourse, within which other sub-categories are found;
and he proposes colloquial or conversationalas a discoursalsub-categorywithin
the wider context of orality.He then goes on to describe the essential featuresof
orality,and points to the permanenttension between the oral and the written.He
ends up discussing the possibility of a grammarof dialogs.
Antonio NarbonaJimenez, "Espaniolcoloquial y variaci6n lingiifstica"(3142), deals with the need to overcome limitations imposed by currentviews of
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linguistic description;he stresses the need to go beyond the sentence as a unit of
analysis. He also rejects the oral/written dichotomy, and suggests that defining
colloquial as relatedto concepts such as proximity,immediacy, or spontaneityis
not enough either.NarbonaJimenez is emphaticin claiming that colloquial does
not mean simple language, since it is not just a matterof dealing with grammatical featuresout of context. He insists that, in orderto discover the specificity of
colloquial language, we must break with the linear and sequential perspective
that dominates in sentence grammar,and must adopt a global discourse view
(41). Although this position is not exactly new in discourse analysis, it is convincing and attractiveto motivate those who are startingthe study of conversational analysis in Spanish.
Lluis Payrat6,"Transcripciondel discursooral"(45-70), approachesthe problem of what transcriptionsystem to choose; althoughthis is apparentlya practical
problem,it involves importanttheoreticaldecisions. Afterbriefly reviewing some
approachesfrom ethnomethodology,interactionalsociolinguistics, ethnography
of communication,psycholinguistics, linguistics, and corpus linguistics, Payrato
illustratesthe existing heterogeneitywith examples of transcriptionsfrom Chafe
et al. 1991 and from Thibault& Vincent 1990. Contrastingthe ideal with the real,
he arguesin favor of a type of transcriptionthatis not neutralbut interpretive,not
global but selective, not omnifunctionalbut pertinent. Payrato sees the perfect
system as utopian; taking the best from Dubois 1991, Ehlich 1993, Edwards
1993, and O'Connell & Kowal 1994, he offers a practical and integral guide to
transcribers,which is fully explained in the appendix of the paper.
Jose Polo, "Lo oral y lo escrito: Lenguahablada,lengua escrita, escriturade la
lengua y diccion de la lengua"(73-99), shows an effort to collect relevant information, but is probably the least stimulating of the theoretical papers. As the
authorhimself says, it is "a provisional presentation,"a set of ideas presentedin
a synthetic and diagramaticform, ratherlike a collection of notes for further
development.
Antonio Briz, "La atenuacion en la conversacion coloquial: Una categoria
pragmatica"(103-22), begins the empiricalarticles, clearly and to the point, with
attentionto mitigatorsas semantic and pragmaticmodifiers in the context of colloquial conversation- which he defines as a type of discourse that combines the
featuresof conversationwith the featuresthatdetermineits location withinthe colloquial register.Briz first distinguishes mitigatorsfrom intensifiers with respect
to their function in the process of communication.Although he sees both as derived from argumentativeactivity andnegotiationfor agreementin conversation,
he analyzes mitigationas a phenomenonthatshows the strategicrelationbetween
speakerand hearer,while intensificationis a resourcethatfocuses on the speaker
only. Then he deals with semantic, pragmatic, and dialogical mitigation. In semantic mitigation, a part or all of the propositionis mitigated;in pragmaticmitigation, it is the illocutionaryforce of an act; and in dialogical mitigation, it is the
disagreement. Briz concludes that, in colloquial Spanish, the lack of mitigaLanguage in Society 26:3 (1997)
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torsdoes not meanlack of politeness, buttheirabsencein formalconversationmay
be takenas rudeness.However,in colloquial Spanish,too many mitigatorscan be
anindicatorof distancing.His findingsareinterestingbothfromthe linguisticpoint
of view, and for their implications for the study of Spanish in other Spanishspeaking countries.
Gemma Herrero,"Las construcciones eco: Exclamativas en espaniol"(12545), deals with anothertype of conversationalstrategy.She uses the term "tag"to
refer not only to question tags, but also to other types of constructionsunderthe
general name of tag sequences - defined as constructionsthat repeat statements
in the immediatepreceding turn,either partly or completely, in an exact manner
or with minor changes. Tag exclamatives are characterizedas a fourth type of
modality, the expressive (different from declarative, interrogative, or imperative), because of independentphonological, syntactic,and semanticfeatures.Tag
exclamatives are classified in two majorcategories, total and partial, and examples of each are discussed in detail. Herreroconcludes that, although these constructionsseem to go againstthe principleof politeness, this is not really the case:
they occur in clearly defined informal situationswhere there is a high degree of
trust among the speakers. In formal situations, these constructionswould be totally dispreferred,and would even threatenthe continuity of the conversation.
The implications of this study for understandingculturaldifferences in the Hispanic world are very important.
Jose Portoles, "Del discurso a la gramaitica:La sistematizacionde los marcadores discursivos"(149-7 1), calls our attentionto the differences between doing
differenttypes of grammaticalanalysis, where it is relatively easy to find theories
to guide our research,anddealing with discoursemarkers,where theoryis scarce.
His papercan be read as a short review of the literatureto be taken into account
when analyzing discourse markers,with good examples that serve as inspiration
for furtherwork.
The last paper,by Ana MariaVigaraTauste, "Comodidady recurrenciaen la
organizaciondel discurso coloquial" (175-208), puts still more emphasis on the
need to give more attentionto colloquial Spanishand to essential communicative
strategies in everyday interaction.Although this paper is included with the empirical ones, it is particularlyrelevantfrom the theoreticalpoint of view because
the authoruses this study to illustrateher position with respectto the definition of
"colloquial,"more along the line of the FreiburgSchool thanas defined by some
other authors.What is most importantin the paperis that spontaneousrepetition
or reiterationis seen from a pragmaticperspective as a mechanism of discourse
organizationand discourse progression.
This book will be motivating for linguists dealing with the Spanish language
in Spain and LatinAmerica. Although one is aware that many of the issues presented have been studied in other languages, especially in English, it is very
satisfying to see that studies on colloquial Spanish have started, and are developing in a rigorous form from a pragmaticperspective.
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This volume is divided in four parts. Part I introducesthe readerto the issues of
Spanish language contact and mixture;Part II deals with Spanish in the Americas; Part III is devoted to Spanishin contact with Basque; and PartIV offers two
articles on Spanish in Africa and Asia. The title of the book, which contains 19
articles, is not at all modest; nor is Silva-Corvalan's statementthat "More than
half of the nearly four hundredmillion people who speak Spanish around the
world do so in situationsof intensive andextensive contactwith otherlanguages"
(3). This provocative assertion prompts the reader to seek the patterns of language contact and bilingualism prevailing in the heterogeneous areas.
In the first article in Part I, Silva-Corvalandiscusses processes and phenomena characteristicof bilingualism - such as simplification, overgeneralization,
transfer, code-switching, analysis, and grammatical convergence. These processes or phenomenaare equated with strategies aimed at lightening the cognitive load of rememberingandusing differentlinguistic systems. The issue seems
to be whetherthe sociolinguistics history of the speakersor the structureof their
language is the primarydeterminantof the linguistic outcome of language contact. Silva-Corvalanmodifies the stance takenelsewhere in this volume by Sarah
G. Thomason - which emphasizes the sociolinguistic history of the speakers and proposes instead that the structureof the language(s) involved governs the
introductionanddiffusionof innovativeelementsin the linguisticsystems,whereas
the sociolinguistic history of the speakersis the primarydeterminantof the language direction and the linguistic outcome of language contact (9).
Language in Society 26:3 (1997)
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